Citation Samples for Bibliographies: *Chicago Manual of Style, 16th edition*

The citations below are recommended samples, and are intended to supplement examples provided in the *Chicago Manual*. The citations are not authoritative and have not been approved by the editors of the manual. The pertinent *Chicago Manual* section numbers are given in parentheses. The citations are formatted for bibliographies, rather than footnotes or endnotes. For guidance on footnotes and endnotes, see the *Chicago Manual Online*, especially sections 14.14 through 14.18. Many sources may be cited in more than one way, so always check with your instructor or editor concerning their requirements.

The *Chicago Manual of Style Online* and the *Chicago-style Citations Quick Guide* are available to UNR students, faculty, and staff at [https://knowledgecenter.unr.edu](https://knowledgecenter.unr.edu) and at [http://guides.library.unr.edu/history](http://guides.library.unr.edu/history).

**Book with author and translators (14.88)**


**Book that is part of a multivolume work (14.124)**


**E-book (14.167; 14.245)**


**Letter from a manuscript collection (14.241)**


**Manuscript collections (14.241)**

California-Nevada Creamery Records. Special Collections, University of Nevada, Reno Libraries.

Cobb, Ty, Papers. Special Collections, University of Nevada, Reno Libraries.
Primary documents retrieved from online databases (14.121, 14.245)

Declassified U.S. State Department report:


Letter from a manuscript collection:


Photographs retrieved online (8.193, 14.280)

Photograph from ARTstor, no repository or museum identified:


Photograph from UNR Special Collections:


Photograph, no photographer identified:


Presidential document, microfilm edition (14.120)


Treaties


U.S. Congressional hearing, online (14.245, 14.293, 14.296)


U.S. Public Laws (14.294)

Session law, printed in United States Statutes at Large (the Statutes are the chronological arrangement of laws passed by Congress and signed by the President):


Websites

Website home page (14.244):


Press release (14.245):